Your Most Valuable Partner in the financial equipment industry

Refurbishment by MVP
Quality
MVP offers the highest quality refurbished ATMs on the market. MVP Refurbished ATMs
provide the best functionality, are easy to service, maximize uptime and last longer than
our competition’s “refurbished” offering. Our certification process is rigorous and built to
ensure the same high quality in every refurbished ATM we produce.

Low Cost
Take advantage of MVP’s expansive and volume discounted ATM purchasing channel
for incredible savings on refurbished ATMs. Offer full functionality through your ATM
channel to your customers or members at a fraction of the cost of buying new ATMs.
Industry research shows that buying refurbished ATMs saves on average around 40% as
compared to new. The cost savings can be filtered down to your customers or members
by offering additional valued services.

Functionality
All MVP Refurbished ATMs can be configured for standard functionality (cash dispense,
envelope deposit taking, etc.) to higher end components including deposit automation,
Windows 7 ready, EMV compliant, PCI compliant and other security enhanced features.

Flexibility
Buying MVP refurbished ATMs allows you to buy what you need as needed. If you need
an ATM but are not ready to support the latest and greatest technology, rest assured that
our refurbished ATMs will be fully upgradeable later on with refurbished components at
a lower than market upgrade cost.
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Refurbishment by MVP
Efficiency
MVP is continuously able to support customers with quick install deadlines by having
available stock of ATMs ready for refurbishment. Our standard lead time is 4-6 weeks
per refurbished ATM. This is fast by comparable standards but we can even do better
in most cases.

Support
Our 180 day warranty is unmatched, eliminating any lapse in service that could lead
to additional cost.

Environment
Reduce your carbon footprint by purchasing refurbished ATMs but choose your vendor
wisely. Not all refurbished ATMs are built the same. MVP Refurbished ATMs offer the
highest quality, lowest price, quickest lead time and best support in addition to
embracing the Three R’s – Reduce, Reuse & Recycle.

No matter the size, FI’s large and small can benefit by purchasing refurbished ATMs to expand their ATM fleets.
Buying MVP Refurbished ATMs enables your FI to be on the cutting edge of service and technology while
lowering the environmental impact and saving money. It is undoubtedly a better return on investment.
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